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OF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

8 2020 Erik Charnetski 5_10 190 R/R Elmira-Notre Dame

Athletic build standing 5-foot-10, 190-pounds and ran a 7.29 60-yard 
dash with evidence he can lower that time. Gets body behind the ball 
and is aggressive on his throws, uses his lower half to help get carry 
on the ball, strong arm at 84 mph. At the plate: Loads up on his back 
leg and explodes through the zone on a slightly inclined barrel plane, 
compact path,  above average balance at the plate, power projection 

with a 91 mph exit velo, crushed a HR to LF at Binghamton 
University.

7.29 91 84

14 2019 Zachary LaPlante 6_0 160 L/L Kenmore West

Above Average build, lean frame standing 6-foot-0, 160 with time to 
add weight. Attacks the ball, body stays behind the ball, whippy arm 
action, some carry on the ball at 81 mph from the OF. Slightly open 
stance in the box with a balanced approach at the plate.  At times 

front shoulder pulls out, when he's short and direct to the ball 
there's some pull-side juice,  quick hands, quiet lower half, 83 mph 

exit velo.

7.38 83 81

17 2019 Jack Migliore 6_0 187 R/R Hamburg

Above averageframe, athletic buiild, ran an impressive 6.7 60-yard 
dash, very toolsy player . Aggresive defensively, clean glove transfer, 
arm-action is easy and clean, above average arm strength, with carry 

to the bag. Slight open stance at the plate. Quick hands and above 
average plate coverage, compact and direct to ball. Repeats the 

swing path with low effort but power results. 96 mph exit velo. Big 
Frame on the mound, very balanced in delivery. Peak FB: 80, FB: 75-

77, CB: 64-66.

6.7 96 85

18 2019 Vincent Stutz 5_10 185 R/R Lancaster

Strong looking frame, moves well enough for the position, fields off 
to his glove side,  arm strength of 80 mph from the OF, quick arm 

action. At the plate he uses an open stance, quiet hands, with a slight 
toe tap. Gets bat head down on the ball on a short path. Above 

average bat speed with an exit velo of 91 mph.

7.31 91 80

MIF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

6 2019 Brendan May 6-2 175 R/R McGraw

Well built, passed the eye test, has raw but noticable actions 
defensivley, has athletic movements evidenced from his 6.68 60 yard 
dash. Arm action is clean and strong across the diamond at 80 mph 

with plenty more in the tank. Hit's the from the left-side, there's 
strenght and bat-speed present, just a little hesistant to let it loose, 

once he fully commits he will be a very good next-level player. 

6.86 89 80

1 2019 Cole Laskowski 5_6 140 L/R St. Mary's

Smaller build but shows strength in his frame. Quick actions. Body 
has control and rhythm. Average arm strength at 72 mph but release 

is quick. In the box he's relaxed, fluid to the ball, swing path is 
compact and direct, finds barrel consistently.. Sprays ball to all fields. 

85 mph exit velo off a tee. 

7.62 85 72

7 2020 Chris Goyette 5_11 180 L/R Medina

5-foot-10, 180 with a stocky build, defensively his actions are skilled 
and practiced, glove is open with a clean funnel, long arm path on 
throws, 74 mph arm-strenght.. Relaxed in the box, has confidence 

with the bat, loose hands, hard contact, some juice to pull-side, let's 
the ball travel, 83 mph exit velo. 

8.16 83 74

9 2020 Connor Eisenmann 6_0 145 R/R Frontier Senior

Well built, athletic looking prospect, ran a 7.42 60. Defensivley his 
actions are mechanically sound, gets the ball out of his glove cleanly, 
fluid arm to the bag. Simple approach in the box, slight stride, shows 
some power potential especially once he matures. 83 mph exit velo 

from a level barrel plane.

7.42 83 70
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20 2019 Jordan Prince 6_2 170 R/R Orchard Park

Premium size standing 6-foot-2, 170-pounds with room for his frame 
to develop. Sound defensivley, active lower half, arm strength was 

76 mph from a quick release. Simple set-up in the box. Level swing as 
it gets into the zone. Consistent contact type hitter with an 83 mph 

exit velo. 

7.2 84 76

Catchers 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm Pop Time Range

12 2019 Adam Wojciechowski 6_4 186 R/R West Seneca East

Long arm, Tends to wrap ball behind head, Slightly open stance, High 
hands, Long swing with average bat spped, Upward tilt, Needs to use 

lower half consistently
7.79 87 75 1.94-2.08

15 2019 Zach Mecca 6_0 175 L/R Orchard Park
Compact arm action, athletic frame, Long take away, Compact bat 

path, Slightly open stance, Average contact
6.83 82 76 2.15-2.28

22 2019 Connor Fitzsimmons 6_5 215 R/R Pittsford Sutherland

Large body fram, Long arm action, Average arm strength, 3/4 arm 
slot, Open stance, High hands finish, Smooth load and take away, 

Average path to the ball and contact. Potential for power
N/A 92 75 2.08-2.14

3B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

4 2019 Jack Putney 6_1 185 L/R Clarence

Athletic size/frame. Physical appearance suited for the corner 
position. Moves well laterally, open glove that's soft, quick arm 

action with 81 mph arm-strength across the diamond with signs of 
more in the tank. In the box he's relaxed,  loose hands. Narrow 

stance. Compact path to the ball, fluid swing with some lift through 
extension, above average bat speed at 92 mph. Let's the ball travel. 

Clear power potential. 

7.25 92 81

13 2019 Adam Riter 5_11 197 R/R Orchard Park

Stocky build at 5-foot-11, 200-pounds.  Simple actions when fielding, 
mechanically sound, quick releae with accuracy to the bag . In he 
box, he's balanced, shows strong hands and forearms,  lift in his  

swing plane. Hands get through the zone quickly. 

7.37 81 74

1B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

19 2019 Michael Murray 6_5 215 R/R CBA-Albany

Large frame standing 6-foot-5, 215-pounds. Stays behind the ball, 
average footwork around the bag, long arm-action, releases the ball 
from a high 3/4 arm slot with 67 mph arm-strength. Narrow stance, 

Keeps hands high thru the zone, Short to the ball, Minimal hit 
rotation, Pulls off the ball at times

8.46 82 67

21 2019 Charlie Bruning 6_2 230 R/R Royalton-Hartland

Well built, moves with confidence around the 1B bag, loose arm 
action, short take away with accuracy on his throws. Openstance in 
the box, fluid swing path, lower leg kick for timing, hard consistent 

contact, repeatable. 

7.56 86 71

23 2019 Brian Norsen 6_3 215 R/R Frontier

Stands 6-foot-3, 215 with strength in the frame. Moves well around 
the bag with a clean glove, short arm action, plenty of arm-strength 

to make the tough throws. In the box he uses quiet hand 
movements, great leverage with some incline in his barrel path,  

power potential with 95 mph exit velo.  

7.44 95 76

P Peak FB FB Range CB/SL Range CH Range Other

2 2020 Kelvin Marte L/L Middletown

Medium sized build with present strength. Uses a compact delivery 
and shows good body control in his actions. High 3/4 arm slot with 

good quickness/hand speed as he finishes. Competitive demeanor on 
the mound. Consistently mixed pitches and went after hitters. 

84 80-83 66-68 73-75

5 2019 Gunar Weppner 6_2 185 R/R Williamsville East
Pounds the strike zone, mid 3/4 arm slot with a ASR FB. Loose arm 

with late snap.
83 78-81 CB: 62-65 SL:61-65
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7 2020 Chris Goyette 5_11 180 L/R Medina

Solid build. Arm slot is mid-high slot. Arm is long and wraps 
down/behind body. Arm is loose. CB has tight spin and 10/4 shape. 

FB shows some late run. Tends to fly open quick at times. Large hand 
break creates some deception for hitters by hiding with glove side. 

Flows down the mound well. Increased arm strength will help. 

78 75-77 65-68

9 2020 Connor Eisenmann 6_0 145 R/R Frontier Senior

Slender frame with wiry features. High leg kick with a fluid motion 
downhill. Shows a long take away with good loose feel. Finishes in a 
balanced position that works over the front knee. Tends to get some 

lower back leg drive. FB has average arm side run. Has deceptive 
tendencies with some late life on his FB. Velo will improve with 

increased physical strength. CB has late drop 12/6 action when he 
finishes the pitch. 

82 77-81 62-64 73-74

10 2020 Elliot Widenor 6_1 170 L/L St. Joseph's

Wide frame with long arms and room for added strength. Wide 
shoulders. Simple delivery. Long arm action with smooth tempo as 

he throws. Low 3/4 release point creates good run/sink on his FB. CB 
and CH should both develop into quality pitches. Will be especially 

tough match-up for left-handed hitters. 

82 77-81 62-66

11 2020 Kalvin Reinoso 5_9 160 R/R Grand Street Campus

Lean, athletic frame from a 3/4 slot. Up tempo delivery with some 
late arm side life to the FB. Flashed a 10-to-4 CB that alternated 

between CB/Slurve action. Free and easy arm that will continue to 
add velocity. Mixed one change up at 70 MPH. 

84 81-84 68-69 70-71

16 2019 Thomas Peltier 6_2 160 L/L Niagara Wheatfield

Upper 3/4 arm slot, generates power with great lower half push off 
and long strike to the plate, follows through well. High potential and 

a great projectable LHP.
82 78-81 CB: 66-68 SL: 71-75

18 2019 Vincent Stutz 5_10 185 R/R Lancaster
Mid 3/4 arm slot, tight leg kick in wind up, loose arm with late snap 

on 2 Seam FB.
78 77-78 67-68 68-70

21 2019 Charlie Bruning 6_2 230 R/R Royalton-Hartland

Strong and sturdy frame with a simple delivery. Good tempo/pace to 
his leg lift and stride. Stays in his legs well. Short arm action that 

allows him to keep his arm on time with his lower half. 
84 80-83 66-70


